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I.	 INTRODUCTION
^f This report covers our second year of effort on the task of
optimizing	 landing trajectories, of the Boeing 737.	 The primary consid-
4i
eration here is the noise delivered to the population residing near the
air terminal but passenger comfort, fuel consumption and time elapsed
n
^t
during the maneuver are also considered.
The results of our efforts during the first year were (1) a digital
simulation of Clio aircraft, 	 (2) a noise model	 and (3) a passenger
canfort model.	 During the second year,	 (1) the digital	 simulation has
been made more efficient time-wise, 	 (2) a population model
	
for the
Newport News-Hampton area has been developed (3) the noise model has
been integrated with the population model, 	 (4) the steepest descent
f optimization algorithm has been programmed and is in the process of
being de-buggod and (5) some constant glide slope trajectories into
Patrick Henry Airport at Newport News have been simulated, evaluated with
respect to 'Fhe performance index and their ground track plotted.
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E"	 II. COMPLETION OF POPULATION MODEL
In our landing-trajectory optimization study, one of the most
li
important considerations is aircraft noise. The noise term in the per-
formance index is based on the number of people receiving objectionable
noise and the duration of this noise. The noise model generates the
"footprint" of the aircraft. This area then must be weighted with its
corresponding population density.
The work on the population model was begun a year ago and was reported
in U.Va. Report No. EE-403D-101-74 [1]. 	 The model
	
has now been completed.
For completeness the methodology utilized will be reviewed here.
The Newport News-Hampton area was selected as the first site for
which to calculate optimal
	
landing trajectories. 	 Data on population
were obtained from the U. 5, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
as
Census.	 These data were in the form of maps with numbers assigned to
each city block and to other types of bounded regions. 	 Tables were
available which permitted one to look up the population in each of these
regions.	 These regions were of 'various sizes and shapes, thus nece<_si-
rating some preprocessing of the dada before storing it in the computer.
Figures 2.1 through 2.3 illustrate the form of the data.
^
^
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The approach utilized was to place over the population map a
transparent sheet on which had been drawn a grid of rectangles each one
having an area of one square mile.	 All the blocks or regions	 inside a
rectangle were tabulated, the corresponding populations determined and a
final total calculated for this rectangle. 	 In this manner the population
data were converted to numbers on a uniform grid. 	 'ihis obvlouSYy is much
more suited to the optimization procedure than the original data format.
Figure 2.4	 illustrates the technique.
The task was performed manually. 	 To give an idea of the amount of
work involved, an area of 20 miles radius contains 1257 square miles. 	 This
i means for a typical "near terminal area," the population must be tabulated
and totaled for 1257 rectangles.	 Within each rectangle there may be as
many as 100 blocks and or regions with the average being approximately 30.
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Figure 2.1 An Aggregate of Census Maps for
the Nowport News-Hampton Area
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Figure 2.2 Census Map for Region II of the
Newi p ort News-Hampton Area
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Table 2. Cheatteistics of Housing Units and Population, by Blocks; 7470—Con.
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of the Overlay Technique for
Determining Population Within One Square Mile
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This means that approximately 40,000 numbers had to be processed
to obtain the population model for a single terminal area. Figure 2.5
shows the finished product for one region of the Newport News-Hampton
area.
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III. INTEGRATION OF POPULATION MODEL AND NOISE MODEL
A. Introduction
The subroutine called "Noise' s computes the coordinates of the contour
of the noise footprint given the attitude, altitude and thrust level of
the aircraft. A typical footprint superimposed on the population model
is shown in Figure 3.1. For the population blocks which are compl.etely
enclosed within the footprint, it a simple matter to determine the
number of persons affected by 70 db. or more of noise. However, for
the population blocks which Ile partially inside and partially outside
the footprint contour, the problsm ic: more complex. And when one
considers the fact that this calcularion will be performed once every
second during the forward integration of an approach trajectory and 21
times every second during the backward Integration of the adjoint vectors
required for the trajectory optimization, the need for officiency is
appreciated. Actually, it was originally planned to calculate the
noise at every integration step or each .i second. However, the con-
tinuity of the population distribution and the relatively low speed of
the aircraft have permitted the less frequent calculations.
B. Time Saving Approximations
The subroutine for caiculating the number, _f people inside the
contour begins by selecting the equations for one quadrant of the noise
contour and varying y in Increments of 500 feet. This continues until
a point of intersection of the noise surfa,e with the ground is found.
Suppose point I in Figure 3.1 is this first point. The procedure chocks
to see which population block this point is in. The x coordinates of
the population boundaries intersecting the line joining the two
noise contour points are determined and stored. The sub-area within
each population block is then taken to be 100 feet times the Lengths
of the path just calculated. 'These areas are then weighted with the
respective population densities. Next, y is incremented by 100 feet,
point 2 is determined,A and the procedure is repeated.
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Figure 3.1 A Typical Noise Footprint Superimposed
on the Population Grid
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When the intersection of this quadrant of the noise model is
completed, the next quadrant is considered. Previously all four quadrants
had to be considered; however, a simple test was Introduced based on the
altitude, thrust level, roll angle and pitch angle of the aircraft. If
this test is failed, then the two upper quadrants of the noise model need
not be considered. This simplification along with the approximation of
the area strips as rectangles, rather then trapezoids or triangles, has
reduced the computation time required to one third of its original value.
The average time presently required to determine the number of persons
inside a noise footprint is 26 milliseconds.
C. Ground Track
Besides know! :, the number of people affected by the noise and
integrating thi, ;!%".". respect to time, it is also desirable to have a
graph ,^ )f the ground track of this footprint. This envelope is obtained
by deterr'mining the outer extremes of the footprint at every point in time
and then passing linos through these points. The information obtained
thusly Is important in giving interpretation to the optimal trajectories.
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IV. PROGRAMMING THE STEEPEST DESCENT OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
A. Outline of Steepest Descent
The method of steepest descent was first applied to optimal control
problems by Bryson and Denham [2]. For the convenience of the reader
and to clarify the notation to bra used the main results are presented
here.
The equations of motion along with a differential oquation for the
lerformance index are written in state variable form
X = f(X,U)	 (4.1)
't
i
The last component of X evaluated at final time is the performance index.
Said differently, after one has chosen a performance index
T
y (X(T f )) = f f L(X,U)dt,	 (4.2)
0
i
then let	 '?
I
X
n+I - fn+i(X,U) = L(X,U)	 (4.3)
with
Xn+I (0) = 0 .
y
The remaining components of the state vector differential equation
are the description of the system to be controlled which in our case is
the aircraft. It these equations are of.order n, then equation (4.1)
will be of order n + I. It is important to realize that X1 through X 
do not depend on Xn+l although X n+I may depend on X1 through X n as well
as U.
12
T(ax) An (4.6c)
I	 I	 I	 I
Along with the performance index there may be boundary conditions
which must be satisfied at t f . These boundary conditions are written
as the scalar equation
lllwtf )) = 0 .	 (4.4)
Also if t  is not prespecified one must formulate a stopping
condition to establish tf . This takes the form of the scalar equation
st(X(tf )) = 0	 (4.5)
An initial estimate of the control history is made and equations
(4.1) are integrated forward to time until the stopping condition (4.5)
is satisfied. Then an iterative procedure is used to successively drive
^(X(tf )) toward zero and simultaneously minimize ^(X(tf)).
The iterative procedure requires the backward integration of the
following n x I vector differential equations
T
(ax) 	 (4.6a)
T
(ax) aN	
(4.6b)
and
with boundary conditions
a^(t f ) = [4(x(tf))/ax(tf)]T
	
(4.7a)
A^(tf ) = [ay(x(tf))/?x(tf)]T
	
(4.7b)
13
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and
A It (t f	 [312(x(t f ))/Dx(t f ))
T
	
(4.7c)
The control for the next Iteration is given by the m x I vector
equation
U	 U=	 - W-'(-YT _ T	 dP2 dj 0/100 ' 
1/2
new	 old	 YS1 DPO/10A I"	 ^02/j^o
(4.8)
4. W-1 Y T 0/10
0
where the m x I vector
YO = Ey T _ Y T ( t f )/6(tf )13f/au,	 (4.9a)0	 n 
the m x I vector
T _N ynTi(t f )/6(t f )13f/au,	 (4.9b)
the scalar
f
tf
	
 
T	 dtp
	
(4.10a)
0
the scalar
	
f 
f 
Y^
TW-1
Y dt,	 ..(4. 1 Ob)0 
and tha scalar
tf
I00 0 f	 Y 
T W -, Y0 dt.	 (4.10c)0	 0 
The change In control during an Iteration Is limited by selecting
the scalar
:14 -
^i
tf
dP2	f	 6UTW6Udt.0	
(4.11)
^
This constraint when properly used ensures that linearizations upon
which the iterative procedure is based will be valid. The scalar
quantity do is the amount of reduction in y(x(t f )) which one seeks during
a particular iteration. If the radical of (4.8) is nogative then one
has asked for too much reduction in 0 for the change In control permitted
by (4.11) and day must be reduced until the radical is positive. Within
the accuracy of the linearization the control given by equation (4.8)
will then yield the change in o specified and use the remaining freedom
allowed by equation (4.11) to reduce ^.
B. Partial Derivative Calculation
I
The calculation of the n x n partial derivatives of/ax and the n x m
partial derivatives of/au required in equation (4.6) and (4.9) may bo
a
accomplished analytically or numerically.	 If accomplished analytically
'i
it still requires evaluation of the n 2 elements of of/ax and the n x m
elements of of/ au at every point in time. This is seen from the
following
afl /axl,
	
af l /aX2,	 . . .	 afl/axn
Wax =	 (4.12a)
af n/ax l ,	 af n/ax2,	 . . .	 afn/axn
I x,U
and
15'
afI/aul,	 af l /3u2 ,	 . . .	 of 1/aurn
of/au =
	 (4.12b)
afn/aul,	 af n/au2 ,	 . . .	
afn/aum
I X, U
If accomplished numerically, by finite differences, n + in x n) + (n x m)
evaluations are required. This is seen from the following
af i - f I (X I 'X2,...,Xi + AX i .... X n ,U) - f1(X1,X2,...,Xi...Xn,U)
axe	Axe	
(4.13a)
and
afR - f R (X,U 1 ...,U k + AUk ...Um) - fp(x,U1,...,Uk, ... ,Um)
auk	 AUk
The number of calculations for the two methods is almost equal.
Furthermore non-analytical data such as that from wind tunnel can be
used much more conveniently via the second method. Also opportunities
for programming errors are fewer if the second method is used. ..For these
reasons the partial derivatives are determined numerically.
C. Memory Storage Requirements
It is seen from equations (4.6), (4.8) and
'
(4.9) that the valves
of X and U must be stored at every point in time during the forward
integration. If U is m x I, X is n x l and the time quantization is chosen
as At, this storage requires in + m)t f/At locations. Also from (4.3)
and (4.9) it is seen that y and y  must be stored at every point in time
during the backward integration. This storage requires 2mt f/At locations.
16
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It is important to note that this At referred to as the time
quantization is not necessarily the time step for the numerical in-
tegration. Rather it represents the time between changes in the control
function. As was pointed out in Section III a time step of .l seconds
was selected for the numerical integration. However if this value is
used for the time quantization a run of 300 seconds with n = 13 and
m = 9, would require (n + 3m)tf /At = 120,000 storage locations.
To reduce this number to a more tolerable value it was decided to
use a At of I second. This brings the storage requirements to 12,000
and still allows a reasonably fast changing control. Experiments were
performed to confirm that of/ax and Bf/2u do not vary excessively during
a one second interval. In fact some elements need be updated only every
ter seconds.
D. Numerical Integration Method
Initially, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was used for numerical
integration of the differential equations describing the aircraft. This
method was used because it is self-starting, generally reliable and was
familiar to the authors. However, because of the high order of the
system and the amount of computation time required by the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta procedure, other methods were considered. One method which
appeared attractive was the Milne-Reynolds predictor-corrector technique
131. This method requires values of the dependent variables for four
previous points in time and cannot be used for start-up; however, it can
be used after a method such as the Runge-Kutta has been used fc.r a few
samples. The advantage of the Milne-Reynolds method is that it„requires
only two evaluations of the right hand side of the differential equations
per integrationstep whereas the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method requires
four evaluations. With our differential equations being nonlinear and
requiring table look-up of wind tunnel data, this evaluation is the most
time consuming part of the numerical Integration.
The Milne-Reynolds method proved very accurate with deviations from
the Runge-Kutta simulation occurring only after the fourth significant
.Ij
m,
figure. The computation time was reduced from 1.07 seconds per second
of simulated time to .61 seconds per second of simulated time. This
procedure is the one presently being implemented in our simulation of the
aircraft.
Some experimentation on step size was performed. It was determined
that .I seconds was the la j;ost step which could be used by either
integration method and still yield accurate results.
E. Choice of Backward Integration Method
For the nonlinear system under consideration (equation (4.1)) it
was determined that the maximum integration step size which yielded
accurate results was .I Seconds. Assuming that this would also hold for
the Incremental model and realizing the eigenvalues of (af/ax) T are the
same as those of of/ax tells us that the maximum step size for equations
(4.6) using the Milne-Reynolds methods would also be .I seconds. This
means that 10 integration steps would be required between storage points.
The Milne-Reynolds method requires two evaluations of 'he right hand
side of the differential equations for each integration step. This would
be 20 evaluations for one second. Each evaluation requires the multipli-
cation of the n x n matrix (af/ax) T by the n x I vector or n 2 multiplica-
tions. Doing this 20 times per At and once for each of the three X
vectors yields 60 n 2 multiplications per I second of simulated time.
Referring to equations (4.6) and (4.7) it is noted that the three
vector differential equations are identical except • for their boundary
conditions. This suggests the possibility of effectively using the
transition matrix as an alternate means of obtaining the so"^jtlons of
these equations, i.e.
a(t - At) > e (af/ax)T(-At)X(t)	 (4.14)
l-
^l
	
i^	
Using a Pade approximation C47 to the matrix exponential one has
(af/ax) TAte	
_ (I - A+-L A2- 1 A3)-1(I-+J A + i—A2 + i A3)
	
I I	2 	 10	 120	 2	 10	 120
(4.15)
IS
f.:
uu¢nuur
„u
where
A = (af/ax)TAt
The Fade approximation of (4.15) has one percent accuracy [41 up
to 
Amax 
At = 2.8. The maximum eigenvalue of Wax was estimated to be 2
which implies that equation 4.15 will be accurate for At 5 1.4 seconds
and therefore will be satisfactory for the required At of one second.
The number of multiplications required to compute equation (4.15) is
40. To multiply the transition matrix by each of the *three a(adjoint)
vectors requires an additional 3n 2 multiplications.
Thus to integrate the three adjoint vocotrs, equation (4.6), backward
one second requires 4n 3 + 3n 2 multiplications plus the calculation of
of/ax. This is to be compared with the 6On 2 multiplications plus the
calculation of of/ax required using the Milne-Reynolds method. For
n = 12 these numbers become 7,344 and 8,640 multiplications. Assuming a
computation time of 10 psec per multiplication this is a difference of
.01296 seconds of computation per second of integration. When compared
to the time required W the determination of of/ax which is .364 seconds
this difference is seen to be quite small. It was therefore decided to
use the most convenient method for the Integration. This turned out to
be the Milne-Roynolds method since it had already been programmed for
1-he forward integration.
F. Reduction of System Order
Because of the extreme complexity of this problem, every effort has
been made to do things as efficiently as possible. This has taken the
form of simplifying approximations in some cases, proper choice of in-
tegration methods, minimization of memory storage requirements, etc.
An additional simplification has involved -the differential equation de-
scribing the time rate change of the weight of the aircraft. Because of
the relatively short flight time under consideration, (<500 seconds) the
percentage change in weight is less than 1%. it was thus decided to
19
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examine the effect of neglecting this equation. On a simulation of 300
seconds using the same open loop control for both cases, with and
_	 without the weight change equation, the final altitudes differed by only
10 feet out of a total change of 2000 feet. Also the flight path angles
differed by only .06 degrees out of 3 degrees. It was then decided
that the weight change equation could be neglected without appreciably
pi	 affecting the aircraft behavior. This reduced the dimension of the
state vector from thirteen to twelve.
j Another simplifying assumption was to maintain the landing-gear down
through the approach maneuver. 	 Previously the landing-gear position,
up or down, had been treated as a control variable.	 However, the effect
of the landing gear position on lift and drag was found to be small 	 com-
pared with the effects of the main control serfaces.	 Therefore, to
reduce the complexity of the optimization procedure it was decided to
have the landing-gear lowered at a specified range from the runway.
This simplification reduced the dimension of the control vector from
nine to eight.	 The states and controls are defined as:	 x1 - velocity,
xz - angle of attack, x 3 - side slip angle, xq - roil	 rate,
x5 
- 
pitch rate, x5 - yaw rate, x7 - yaw angle, x8 - pitch angle,
i xg - roll angle, x1 0 - ground coordinate x, x, 11 - ground coordinate y,
X12 - altitude, x 13 - performance index, u l - thrust,	 uz - elevator,
U 3 - flaps,	 uq - spoiler panels 2 and 3,	 u 5 - spoiler panels 6 and 7,
ug - rudder,	 u 7 - aileron and ug - stabilizer.	 Controls up and u 8 are
assumed independent.
G.	 Selection of Stopping Condition
{ For an optimization problem wi-rh unspecified final	 time one must
have a way of determining t f .	 Since there may be several terminal
constraints such as those on attitude, velocity, altitude, etc., the
_i chances are slim that all	 of these conditions will	 be satisfied simul-
taneously, especially during the first few	 iterations.	 The stopping
condition must be a scalar quantity which is certain to be satisfied
even for a very poor trajectory since the initial guess may indeed be a
iE
poor trajectory.
20
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The choice for stopping condition for the aircraft landing problem
was taken to be the time rate of change of distance between the aircraft
and the runway.	 As long as this distance is being decreased, the problem
continues to run; however, whenever the distance begins to increase,
	 i.e.
Just as the rate change goes through zero, the problem is terminated.
This stopping condition will work whether or not the aircraft passes
directly over the runway and therefore can be used even though the
initial trajectory may have a large final error.
The equation for the stopping condition is I^
Irt
fl(x(tf )) = 2
	
[( x10 - x 10F ) z + (x11
	
- 
x11F )	 7	 (4.16a)dt
=t
( g or i7
i	 9 `if
Q(x(t f )) 	 (X10 - x10 F )f10 +	 (x11	 - x11 F )f11	 (4.16b)
where the subscripts F represent the specified final conditions.
,
j
.! H.	 Selection of Boundary Conditions and Coefficients ,.
The steepest descent optimization procedure has a dual goal of not +3
only minimizing the performance index but also satisfying the boundary
`a
conditions at final time. 	 There are nine boundary conditions which must
be met at final time.	 These could be specified as nine separate equations, I
but this would necessitate the use of nine X 	 vectors.	 As a means of ?}
minimizing the complexity of the problem it was decided to merge the nine
boundary conditions into a single constraint equation which could be i
driven to zero if and only if all 	 nine boundary conditions were met.
A quadratic form was chosen for the constraint equation with co-
{1 efficlents chosen so that "equal" errors would contribute equally to the
!.1
0 function, e.g.
	
it was felt that a .1	 degree error in flight path angle
I
j[ should contribute the same amount as a 100 foot error in position efc.
final form of the constraint equation follows:
f
The
21
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^(x(t f )) 	 .01(x 1 - x1F)2 + 4001(x8 — x2) - (xp r - x4 F) J2
+ 7.5 r: 10 5 (x4 — x 14F ) 2 + 1.5 x 10^(xe — xsF)2
+ 5 x 104 (x7	X7F ) 2 + 1.5 x 104(x 4
 — x8F)2	 (4.15)
+ 2 x10'4 (x l p - x10F) 2 + 2 x 10-''(x11
	 X11F)2
+ 3 x 10-3 (x14 - x12F)2
1. Selection of Performance Index
At the beginning of this project it was decided that noise to the
P
	
	
population residing near the air terminal, passenger discomfort, fuel
and time should all enter into the performance index. The noise model
along with the population model yields the number of persons receiving
jjnoise in excess of 70 pndb. This quantity is Integrated with respect
to time and the cumulative quantity is called noise with dlmenslona of
i!	 people-seconds.
The time is simply the duration of the flight. It is important to
keep this time reasonably small in order to minimize the congestion
among planes waiting to land. Fuel utilized during the descent maneuver
is included for obvious economic reasons. Passenger comfort is important
and must be considered lost *he optimization pricedure develop a
trajectory with violent maneuvers. Constraints such as structural
limitations of the aircraft are included within the aircraft model; however,
one could operate within these constraints and stilt cause considerable
discomfort to the average passenger. Thus a penalty function is included
which contribu •1es very heavily to the performance index whenever the
comfort limits are exceeded.
In addition to these quantities, certain other penalty functions
are added to ensure that the aircraft does not exceed its design capabilities.
These Include penalties for exceeding limits on altitude, altitude ascent
rate, altitude descent rate, angle of attack, minimum velocity, etc.
22 t
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The performance index including the ponalty functions is given
below.
If
- 
xn+I ( .1-	 f	 f n+l (X,U)dt	 (4.16x)
0
fn+ = 5 x 10- 3
 x FUEL RATE + 10-y x NOISE RATE 4. 7 x 10-3
+ PENALTY FUNCTIONS 	 (4.16b)
The coefficients above were selected so that time and fuel would
contribute to the performance index approximately ton pwticent as much
as noise, The number 7 x 10- 3 is the coefficient for time. Note that
the time rate, d/dt(t), is one.
The penalty functions follow
A2	 A2	 Az	 Az
PENALTY FUNCTIONS = 	
vert	 + trans + 
21 at
	 + pi•fch
	(.1014) 2	(.2047)2	 (1.1667) 2 	(5.8336)2
A2 	 2
well	 yaw	 +
+ (5.8336 + (.7778)2
f 1	 100	 fl?	 100	 .X12	 100
( Max Desc. Rate )	+ (Max Asc. Rate ) 	+ ( Max Alt.)
+ 
( Min. Alt. ) 100 + ( Load Factor - .75) 
+ 
( x2 - 10 ) 100
X 2	 1.75	 15
X2	 100	 C1_	 i'te
+ ( Low Speed Buffet Coeff ) 	+ ( High Speed Buffet Coeff)
+ (1.1 
Vltail )100
Eli	
X 1
The first group of terms represents the comfort index 11,51.Efi As long as this term is less than unity, the passengers are comfortable.
The number raised to the one hundredth power is very small and contributes
yl
	 almost nothing to the performance index. When the accelerations are
23
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large however and the bracketed terni exceeds unity, thon the performance
Index receives a large positive Input. The f 12 forms represent rate
change of altitude. The first f 12 term applies during descent using a
maximum descent rate of 250 feet/sec. The second f 12 term app les
during ascont and uses a maximum ascent rate of 100 foot/sec. The
X12 terms are used to keep the aircraft model within acceptable altitude
limits. Without flaps, hmax is 35,000 foot. With flaps, hmax is 20,000
feet. The limit, 
hmin, 
is 100 ft. The load factor term reflects the
structural limitations on the aircraft. The first form in x 2 is used to
maintain the angle of attack between -5 and +25 degrees. The second
teen in x2 keeps the angle of attack below that value which causes low
speed buffet. The form in Cl keeps the lift coefficient below that
value which causes high speed buffet. logic in the program is used to
switch in the appropriate terms depending on the state of the aircraft.
The final tern is used to penalize whenever the aircraft velocity gets
near stall velocity. Each of these terms in file penalty function is
raised to the power of 100 in an attempt to ensure that none of the
limitations will be exceeded.
24
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V. CONSTANT GLIDE-SLOPE APPROACHES
A. General Utility of Performance Moasuro
The selection of a performanco measure to be associated with a -task
Is generally non-trivial. It forces one to give serious -thought to what
the real objectives are and then to express -those objectives in maihoo
marital form. One normally formulates a porformance index as a part of
an optimization package; however, the use of a performance measure
should not be restricted to variational procedures. Many *times there
maybe several alternative sub-optimal strategies which one would like
to compare. It may be that those strategies are easy to implement,
acceptable to the users, or have other desirable characteristics. In
situations such as these, a performance measure can be very useful as
a means of evaluating the various strategies.
B. Three-Degree and Six-Degroe Glide Slopes
Two approach trajectories of interest are the throo-dogree and the
six-degree constant glide slope trajectories. It was decided to simulate
these flights as a means of testing our aircraft simulation and also to
compare the performance of the trajectories. The alignment and poition
of the Patrick Henry Airport runway are shown in Figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.9
and 5.12. The flights were begun at a range of 16 nautical miles from
the end of the runway at the altitude obtained by extending the
appropriate glide slope back from a point 383 feet high and 1.17 nautical
miles out. This -termination point allows a three-degree glide slope
to be used for the last 1.17 nautical miles of the landing maneuver.
•y
Approaches were simulated for runways 6, 24, 2 and 20, each at the 3°
and the 60 glide slopes, yielding eight trajectories. On our coordinate
system, Figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.9 and 5.12, runway 6 is at an angle of -270,
runway 24 is at an angle of 1530 , runway 2 is at an angle of -720 and
runway 20 is at an angle of 108 0 measured with respect to the x axis.
The actual flight path angles are 2.79 1 and 5.85°. Additional
adjustments on the open loop controls could have made these values closer
25
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Figure 5.8	 Aircraft Noise Ground Track for 3' and V Approaches to Runway 2.
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Figure 5.9	 Topographical Map Showing Approaches to Runway 2.
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Figure 5.10	 Population Map of Terminal Area Surroundlnp, Runway 20.
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Aircraft Noise Ground Track for 3' and A° Approaches to Runway 20.
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Figure 5.12	 Topographical :lap Showing Approaches to Runway 1o.
to 30 and 60 ; however, this has not been done at this time. The
overlays, Figures 5.2, 5.5, 5.8 and 5.11 can be used to show tho ground
tracks for the eight trajectories. The steeper six-dogroo glide slope
{	 benefits first from the fart that less thrust is required to maintain
the specified velocity and therefore less noise is generated by the
e	 engines. Secondly, the fact that the steeper trajectory is
higher above the ground also causes the footprint to be generally
smaller. These factors result in a ground track for the six-degreo
6	 approach which is shorter and more narrow than that for the three-degreo
approach.
r
s	
Besides the ground track itself, the intersection of it with the
c
population model is also of vital significance. The second overlays,
Figures 5.1, 5.4, 5.7 and 5.10 demonstrate this feature. It is seen
r
E
that the approach along runway 24 spends a good deal of time over the
Chesapeake Bay and over the rural areas to the northeast. The approach
along runway 20 spends most of its time over the northern rural areas.
These two approaches therefore influence fewer people than do the
ja	 approaches along runways 6 and 2. All of these factors are reflected in
I	 the values of the performance index for the runs which are:
Runway 6 60 glide slope PI =	 16.1
Runway 6 30 glide slope PI = 23.5
Runway 24. 60 glide slope PI =	 9.2
Runway 24 30 glide slope PI =	 12.6
Runway 2	 • 60 glide slope PI =	 19.8
Runway
Runway
2
20
30
60
glide
glide
slope
slope
PI
PI
= 28.0
=	 .9.2
Runway 20 30 glide slope PI =	 13.3
Runway 24 gives the best value for the performance index followed by
runways 20, 6 and 2 in that order.
Printouts of the computer simulations are shown in Table I through 3.
Table I is a glossary of input variables. In Tables 2 and 3 are given
ph	 results for the approaches to runway 6. On the first three pages of
4
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Table 5.1 Glossary of Input Variables
C ....................	 .......	 ...	 .......	 ..........
::.::...::....... ::::	 ::::	 ...........c....:::: t ............... .... .......
Rrnn INPUT DnrA
C.... TI	 Alit) -7 Alit	 TIIC	 INITIAL	 AND FINAL TIMES •••
C..., Oil	 IS t11E FOAWAAD If I TCGRATION STEP SIZE ••.
C.... OT2 TS TRr $TAIL VARIAULC PRINTOUT 	 INTERVAL IldicnrR
C.... MUITIPLL OF U14) ••
C.... DT3 IS NCINTCRVAL FOR NOISC CONTOUR DCTC4MINATION ...	 -
C.... Diu	 15 Tilt 11Mr INTERVAL FOR OACMYARO INTCGRATION OFADJOINT •..
C .... FillIAT10NS.	 ALSO TIIC	 114ITRVAL OF STORAGr OF	 STATE A110
C,.•• CO•ilIIOL VAn IARLCS	 ILCSS TNAII OR EQUAL	 TO 11171 ...
C.... IF	 ANJ Zr	 ARC TIIC	 101111,0NIAL AND VCRTICAL MOMC10 ARMS OF TIiC ...
L•... rHGi11ES AIIO1IT	 THC A/C CO •.•
C,... CRAM	 IS MEAN C1101tO Lr110r1i OF WHIG •••
C..., S IS A/C WIRG AREA
C.... R1XX.	 IIIYY,	 11172	 AND 11197	 ARC	 TIIC A/C MOMENTS OF 	 INERTIA ...
C.... WI	 IS	 Tilt	 A/L	 UCIGIIT
C.,., CO	 IS 7140 I I OSITIU •1 Or	 TIIC A/r	 CCNTCH OF	 GRAVITY	 1111 PCRCCNT ,.•
C,.,. OF CnAHI
C.... 11	 IS	 TIIC	 WIUf, SPA 	 Or	 flit	 A/C •••
C.... ORMAX MAXIMUM TiLSIRER HAIC OF CLIMO ILLSS TITAN ON COUAL TO
C.... 100 Fr,CTLSECI
C.... OIIMIR MAXINUM !JrSTACO HATC Or IICSCCIIT (LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO
C.... 750 rCET/ SECT •••
C.... FlM pi	 IS	 TNL MltIi MOM PESIHCII A/C ALTITUDE PFI(MISf 	 ..	 IGRCATCR ...
C,,,, THAN	 IRO FrrTI
C,,,, RAI!Ar	 IS TIIC 0151ADCr ALONG	 X GROUHU AXIS OF I	 AT TI
SIRP I, PIE UISIA gCr ALONG Y OKOUNO AXIS Or A/C AT TI
C.... ALT IS THC MEAN SCA LCVCL ALTITUOC OF Till 	 A/C AT TI •.
C..., Pill	 Ili THr ROLL AIGLr OF TIIC	 A /C AT	 TI •.•
C,... TMrTA	 15	 Tilt PI7C.1 ANGLC OF A/C At 	 TI ...
C.... PSI	 IS Tilt YAW ANGLE OF 11L A/C AT 	 TI ••
C.... V	 IS	 tilt VELOCITY	 tHf LATIVC TO THC w1NU1 	 OF	 THC A/C At	 it
C.... P,	 O Alin R Alit	 IPC ROLL-	 PITbI ANU YAW DATES OF TRC A/C AT	 It ..
C.... UAIDT	 ANU 0410T A,fC	 INC RAIT.S OF C,iA (JGL OF	 THC ANALI, OF ...
C.... ATTACK Alin SU)CSLiP OF 	 1HC A /C Al it
C.... LIFT	 IS T,IL	 LIFT	 FDRrr	 O:i	 TIIC	 A/C	 AT	 TI •••
C.... Rill	 IS	 Tilt LOAN FACTOR	 AT 71
C .... Arm	 A'11) Al	 ARL	 THC A'1dLL OF ATTACK AMU SIIICSLI P	ANGLES AT TI •..
C.... XF	 IS	 Till'	 JESIPED Y:.60OU110 CO)RUINATC OP 	 A/C AT	 IF ...
C.... YF	 IS Till, JLSIPCI) Y-GROUIO 000RO14ATC OF 	 A/C At	 IF •••
C.,., OF	 t8 TIIC dCSIhQ, ItCA • I SEA LEVEL	 ALTITUDE	 OF A/C AT IF ...
C.... VF	 IS	 flit	 ULSIItLII VELOCITY	 Or	 A/C At	 TF ...
C.... PIItF	 Ili TIIC OrIHL0 ROLL ANGLE OF A/C At
	
IF •..
C .... P51F	 IS THI: DESIRED YAW AI1GLr 	 OF A/C AT	 IF ...
C.... THET` F 	TS	 flit OCSiRLl1 PITCII A'1GLC OF	 A/C	 At	 IF •..
C.... PF	 IS	 TIIEJf.SIRED 1101L 	 IIATr	 OF	 A/C	 AT it ...
C,,.. IF	 T S	 Tilt	 HLStRCtl PITCH MATE	 OF A/C	 AT	 IF
C.... dF	 15	 TH[	 )LSLIr.I I YAV RAIL	 OF	 A/C AT	 T1 •••
C,... OF	 t5 TIIC UES 111CU GLInE	 SLOPr OI	 TRAJECTORY	 AT	 iF ...
C.... OF	 IS	 TIIE	 ILSIhCU SI(1ESLII I	ANGLC OF A/C	 AT	 IF
C .... XR	 IS	 TIIF	 X-GP11111.11 CnnRDif . A1F	 OF	 TIIERUNVAY	 EDGE ••
C.... YR	 IS TRr Y-GRnP trl COOHDINATr OF	 tilt RU116AY ERGO ••
C.... 1111	 to	 THE	 A/C	 ALTITUPr	 6RCATIR	 TIIAri OESIrri)	 TL.IXII:AL	 ALTITUDC ...
C,,,, TROT Lr55 THAN ANY OPTIMAL	 TIIAJCCTOWY	 WHICH OL61rTNATES ...
C.... VITHTI or RF	 7UNVAY
C .... UPP	 15 TIIC. MAXT NUA Pr ACTION SVIAHCD OF PrRTURPC) rONTROL .•.
C.... THAT-	 IS	 TO RV	 UTILILCII •'•
C.... APS111?1	 IS	 Till' MATRIX	 Or	 COHSTHAIMT EGHATION COEFFICTC4T5
C.... 1'04	 THE COOIO:SPOIPlNG S1AtC VARIABLE. •.^•
C....• Wtnl	 Cn4TAIJ9 THL UTARO01. ELCMLIi1S OF 11-C CORTJOI	 WCIGHTIIIG ...
HATRIX	 lilt) CLrMCI-T	 CAN [IC	 ZERO uR	 I,r GATIVrI ...
C.... PI.OIIG	 Alin PLAT	 AIIE	 THC	 POPIILAtION MODEL	 FTAIIHAIII	 RCC1A tIGLL ...	 ,
C,,., Lr-!A. T.iS PAI,ALLEL	 TO	 III;.	 X. AND Y	 GNUUID	 AXtS
C .... HA ANU CA ARC VIL ROW	 AND COL IJ PI) VALUCS OF THC POPULATION ...
C.,., AIIRAY. •111C.]	 InE4TIFIr3	 THE	 GROU.10	 SYSTrH OHIG10 •••
C.... KOPTI51	 I!;	 TIIr t'AT41X . OF	 Pt HF)RMANCC	 IHUEX COLFFicirmIS FOR ..
C.... 1.	 FNrL	 P.	 TI'1C	 3.	 POPULATION •••
C.... R.IU	 IS	 1111'.	 1HAC11)1	 IF	 UPSI	 4diCl4	 IS	 Ta	 PC	 ELIMI.IATrtl	 04 ...
C.... fArll SoCCISSIVC	 ITERATION •••
C.... UT,	 IS	 tilL	 6I4018111	 tRArX	 FHINT 'InT	 INTE4VAI	 7IIiTLeCA	 FL I L TIPLr .•.
C.....
C,...
OF	 PTA
SCOOT	 1-01	 OP11N11.ATI .11 1	 PEIIr ORPCU.	 1=-I.1	 f in, OP11MT7A110N .
C ........................................ ...............................
I
s
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Table 5.2 Simulation Printout for Y Glide Slope
Into Runway 6
INPUT DATA
TI TF DT1 UT2 DT3
I SEC) - (SEC) (SEC) (SEC) (SEC)
0W000 600-*000--f100-----200000-.
VT4	 --- YE ZE CBAR S(SEC) (FEET) (FEET) (FEET) (sQ*FT)
20 * 000 16*200 5*000 11.200 980.000
RIXX	 RIYY	 RIZZ	 RIXZ	 W1
—
4-BGsf-T-#--SL-UC-)---4-gavF: -T s- SLUG )—f-SQ-rF ­T­* -- SLUG) -(SO s FT #-SLUG-)
----375000 * 0- 87500090 1200000o0 48000#0 90000,0
--DT5 --DHMXX­­­­ ,DHMIN--­­-- HMIN,-
4SEC) (FEET) (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC) (FEET)
10 0 000 9300 10000 250,0 100,0
RANGE	 SIDE ALT PHI THETA
---(FEET I-
	 FEET) --(FEET) (DEG) (DEG)
-4794,0 0,00 1@36
v P
----------------
MEG)	 (FT/SEC) (RAU/SEC) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SZC)
-27.00	 218.20 00 00 0.0 o00 0,0000
D Al - T 	 BIDT_ 	 - LIFTD	 RNZ	 AFRL
	IRAD/.SEC)- - ---- IRAD/SECI	 (LBS)	 WEG)
	V0000-0-0000	 4.36--°---0 	 90356 7
28-- --
Table 5.2 (Continued)
tt	 #*
t # INPUT UATA • tt
##	 #t
fi1 XF YF HF VF
_... _	 (DEG) _	 .. __..	 !FEET) !FEET)
	
_
_(FEET)- IFT/SEC)
PSIF..	 _.,_.._-. THETAF._.	 PF .	 OF
!DEG)
	
!M IDEG)	 (DEG)	 (RAD/SEC)
	
(RAD/SEC)
0.00
	 27.00	 1.36	 0.0000
	
0.0000
{	 RF GF OF XR YK
^	 —'PGEET) 1UEfi —I-UEG) —(FEET)'° '--tFEET>----
i	 _ 
..__ t0000---_ ..__.- .._ -2.75 • _--0.00	 __. -1169.0	 -.._ 169310
it
T'kONG--PLAT— HU—	 RHO	 —UN2—
(FEET)
	
(FEET)	 (FEET)
I 5683000	 4877.00	 5000.0	 0500	 1000010
KPSI(1)
.10000E-01
C	 KPSI(6) ,!
-	 .15000E+07
KPSII2)	 KPSI(3)
.40000E+03 ^ 0.	 ^-
KPSI ( 7)	 KPSI(8)
.50000E+05	 00
KPSI ( 4)	 KPSI(5)
	.750 E+06
	
0.
KPSI(9)
	
KPSI(30)
	
.15000E+05
	
.2000OZ-03
KPSI(11) KPSI(12) W M W12) W!3)
.201100E-03 .30000E-02 .10000E+01 .10000E+01 .10000E+01
I
Table ,5.2 (Continued)
w #	 t'#
**---INPUT UATq- ww.
i
r	 i
WM	 W(5) 
	
W(6) .._ _..
	
W(7)	 Wde1
.10000E+01
	
.10000E+01	 .10000E+01
	
.10000E+01
	
.10000E+01
KOPT111	 KOPT12)	 KOPT13)	 RA	 CA
.50000E-02
	
.70000E-02	 .10000E-03
	
24.	 21.
I	 ,^
I	 I	 I	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I
Table 5.2	 (Continued)
k4
-----.-**--TRAJECTORY-DATA --**_-__ _ ._..-.__o-_-	 . _.	 _....
TIME GLIDE	 AIRCRAFT	 ANGLE OF SIDESLIP
& ,_	 (SEC-) - SLOPE	 _ —VELOCITY---- 	 ATTACK- ANGLE
(DEG)
	
(FT/SEC)	 (RAO) (RAU)
-------ROLL PITCH	 YAW	 YAW - ­----PITCH - - -
RATE RATE	 .	 RATE	 ANGLE ANGLE
s	 1 _ .--.1 RAD /SEC)---IRAD/SEC)- .__----(RAU/S E C)	 --._ __ (RAO) ......_. _.. _ ...-	 ( RAO)	 -
I ROLL X-GROUND	 Y-GROUND	 ALTITUDE PERFORMANCE},
i ;—ANGLE COORDINATE COOROdNA- E (,FEET­)--INDEX--•---
IRAD) (FEET)	 (FEET) (J1
= ---- AREA-TIME--PEOPLE-TIME--- INSTANT. -.	 INSTANT. TIME 	 -
SUM SUM	 NOISE-AREA	 NOISE-PEOPLE J-COMPONENT
w (•MI•**2-SEC-)--1-PEOPL-E-SEC-)	 "O-rMI-.-)	 -I-PEOPLE) ---- (sLC)-----•
FUEL PEOPLE
j °°---J^CUMPOIdENT.`° -'J-COMPONENT	
—	
-_ ___..._ ,__ _	 _	 __ !
1LBS) (PEOPLE-SEC)_
a t
i
,
I
I M
Tabl6 5.2	 (Continued)
0. -.3000000E+01 .2182000E+03 .7609287E-01 0.
tIl
00 00 00
-.4712389E+00 .2373299E-01
0. -.8778600E+05 .4583200E+05 .4794000E+04 00-_
f
04 00 .3022551E+01 .6468230E+02 0.
0. 0.
.2000000E+02 -.2649399E+01 .2199550E+03 .6492571E-01 0.
00 .1049570E-02 0.
-.4712389E+00 .1B68497E-01
00 -.0388011E+05 .4384185E+05 .4562148E+04 .4286652E+00
.6117709E+02 .1302938E+04 .3087714E+01 .6580314E+02 .1400000E+00
.1583684E+00 .1302938E+00
.4000000E+02 -.2959354E+01 ,2175621E+03 .6610152E-01 0.
Of -.6853647E-03 0.	 ^- .4712389E+00 .1445105E-01
00 -.7999503E+Ob .4186230E+05 .4362316E+04 .8616547E+00
.1232978E+03 .2649061E+04 .3129666E+01 .6857533E+02 .2800000E+00
.3167369E+00 .2649061E+00
^T
.6000000E+02
-.2628642E+01 .2178272E+03 .6548216E-01 09
JJ
{!. 0. .3945572E-03 0.
-.471.2.389E+00 .1960370E-01
0. .7611217E+05 .3988389E+o5 .4141852E+04 .1302072E+01
.1861824E+03 .4069396E+04 .3154078E+01 .7331042E+02 .4200000E+00
f I
L
.4751053E+00 .4069396E+00
g .8000000E+02 -.2933479E+01 .2166806E+03 .6575162E-01 0.
00 -.1801077E-03 0.
-.4712389E+00 .1455275E-01
0. -.7225224E+05 .3791716E+05 .3934922E+04 .1745357E+01
.2494115E+03 .5518606E+04 9316887BE+01 .7182979E+02 .5600000E+00
.6334738E+00 .5518606E+00
32
j^rr
Table 5.2	 (Continued)
.1000000E+03
-.2680238E+01 .2160855E+03 .6576005E 01 U.
j 00 .3754246E-04 0. •.4712389E+00 .1898107E-01
00 -.6839542E+05 .3595201E+05 .3722085E+04 .2108055E+01
.3127578E+03 .6961861E+0 4 .3162063E+01 .7325521E+02 .7000000E+00
'
.7918422E+00 .69618.61E+00
}	 f
.1200000E+03 -.2873311E+01 .2155108E+03 06563866E.01 U.
0. .5168100E-04 0. ..4712309E+00 .1548993E-01
0. -.6455835E+05 .3399692E+05 .3512106E+04 .2636074E+01
.3758689E+03 .8458277E+04 .3147132E+01 .7580325E+02 .8400000E+00
.9502106E+00	 .8458277E+00
.1400000E+03 -.2739796E+01 .2146099E+03 .6585488E.01 0.
0. ..9383696E-04 0.
-.4712389E+00 .1803642E-01T
0. -.6072798E+05 .3204525E+05 .3303513E+04 .3084360E+01
.4384954E+03 .9957509E+04 .3111797E+01 .7401214E+02 .9800000E+00
.1108579E+01
	
.9957509E+00
.1600000E+03 -.2822519E+01 .2141815E+03 .6565776E.01 0.
0. .1074133E-03 0. •.4712389E+00
.1639552E-01
00 ..5691338E+05 .3010161E+05 .3093159E+04 .3529654E+01
.5003498E+03 .1142681E+05 .3066746E+01 .7246150E+02 .1120000E+01
.1266948E+01 .1142681E+41
.1800000E+03 -.2780602E+01 .2132772E+03 .6586183E-01 0.
00 -.9870823E-04 0.
-.4712389E+00 ..1733117E-01
0. -.5310864E+05 .2816300E+05 .2886205E+04 .3967589E+01
R .5611766E+03 .1282268E+05 .3009669E+01 .6507048E+02 .1260000E+01
.1425316E+01
	
.1282268E+01
l	 I	 1	 _1	 I _
	
- 1	 --1	
WI.
"d
Table 5.2 (Continued?
	
.2000000E+03 -.2794179E+01
	 12128000E+03	 ,6572645E-01 0.
4
	0.	 .8132245E-04 0.	
-.4712389E+00 Y91695883E-01
00	 .4931682E+05	 ,2623097E+05	 ,2677376E+04
	 .4374754E+01
	
.6207513E+03	 .1391146E+05	 .2940720E+01	 .3839295E+02_ .1400000E+01
	
.1503684E+01
	
.1391146E+01
a
	
.2200000E+03 -.2799276E+01	 .2119995E+03
	 .6584699E-01
00	 -.5793893E-04 0.	
-.4712389E+00
00	 -.4553662E+05	 .2430486E+08	 .2471301E+04
	
.6768034E+03
	
.1440030E+05	 .2858987E+01
	 .1067342E+02
	
.1742053E+01
	
.1440030E+01
91699041E-01
.4721915E+01
.1540000E+01
i	 .2400000E+03 .2785029E+01 .2114310E+03 . 6 579632E-01 0-
C	 00 .3748280E-04 0- -.4712389E+00 -1718840E-01
0. -.4176789E+05 .2230460E+05 .2264264E+04
-5026844E+01
97350693E+03 .1446629E+05 .2762060E+01 0. .1600000E+01
.1900421E+01 .1446629E+01
.2600000E+03 -.2802859E+01 .2107318E+03 .6584277E-01 0.
0. .,1841794E-04 0.
--4712389E+00 .1692364E-01
Of -.3801131E+05 .2047053E+05 -2058898E+04
-5325213E+01
.7893484E+03 .1446629E+05 .2657903E+0]. 0. .1820000E+01
.2058790E+01 91446629E+01
p .2800000E+03
-.2786445E+01 .2101006E+03 96584896E-01 0.
00
^0.
.6280039E-05 0.
-.4712389E+00 .1721631E-01
-.3426575E+0b .1056207E+05 .1853569E+04 .5623581E+01
a=
.8413912E+03 91446629E+05 .2539202E+01 0.
.1960000E+01
9221715AE+01 .1446629E+01
Fit
_ _
Table 5.2 (Continued)
.3000000E+03 -.2799956E+01 .2094619E+03 .6585657E-01 U.
00 .3255347E-05 0. -.4712389E+00 µ01698811E -01
0 0 -.3053215E+05 .1665971E+05 .1649082E+04 .5921949E+01
.8909818E+03 .1446629E+05 .2412387E+01 0.
 .2100000E+01
.2375527E+01 .1446629E+01
.3200000E+03 -.2790923E+01 T .2088097E+03 .6588467E-01 0.
00 -.6465198E-05 0. -.4712389E+00 .1717387E-01
00 -.2680959E+05 .1476297E+05 .1445213E+04 .6220318E+01
.9379005E +03 .1446629E+05 .2270733E+01 0. .2240000E+01
.2533895E+01 .1446629E+01
.3400000E+03 -.2796427E+01 .2081943E+03 .6588317E- 0 1 0.
0. .8759701E-U5 0. -.4712389E+00 .1707632E-01
x.!	 00 -.2309857E+05 .1287211E+05 .1241814E+04 .6520181E+01
4k	 .9819481E+03 .1448102.E+05 .2123306E+01 .1267435E+02 .2380000E+01
.2692263E+01 .1448102E+01
.3600000E+03 -.2794420E+01 .2075494E+03 .6591094E-01 0.
0. -.6858495E-05 0. -.4712389E+00 .1713911E-01
00 -.1939866E+05 .1098691E+05 .1039200E+ 0 4 .7016730E+01
tc
.1022904E+04 .1645606E+05 .1963206E+01 .2535238E+03 .2520000E+01
.2850632E+01 .1645606E+01
.3800000E+03 -.2794622E+01 .2069381E+03 .6591464E-01 00
i'	 00 .6120406E-05 0. -.4712389E+00 .1713928E-01
Of -.1570993E+05 •91074 U 7E+04 .8370082E+03 .8874034E+01
.1060581E+04 .3200364E+05 .1:794349E+01 .1661777E+04 .2660000E+01
.3009000E+01 .3200364E+01
-
i
a
Table 5.2	 (Continued)
is .4000000E+03 -.2795972E+01 .2063106E+03 .6593475E-01 00
0. -.2935680E-05 0.
-.4712389E+00 .1713583E-01
0. -.1203228E+05 .7233551E+04 .6355491E+03 .1445445E+02
.1094785E+04 .8475923E+05 .1615103E+01 .3655938E+04 .2800000E+01
.3167369E+01 .8475923E+01
f
.4200000E+03 -.2794510E+01 .2056998E+03 .6594560E-01 U.
08 .2165421E-05 0 9
-.4712389E+00 .1717219E-01
00 -.8365573E+04 .5365271E+04 .4345083E+03 .2205985E+02
F' .1125329E+04 .1578411E+06 .1428474E+01 .3000566E+04 .2940000E+01
F .3325737E+01 .1578411E+02
9li
.4247000E+03 -.2754556E+01 .2055536E+03 .6595074E-01 U.
t 0. -.2973261E-06 0.
-.4712309E+00 .1717654E-01l	 r;
., 00 -.7505488E+04 .4927036E+04 .3874707E+03 92349806E+02
.1131954E+04 .1715367E+06 0. 0. .2972900E+01
.3362954E+01 .1715307E+02
i
i
i
I	 '
r ^3
HAI
t`
1
Table 5.2 (Continued)
NOISE CONTOUR GROUND TRACK (QUADRANT 4)
XMAX	 YMAX -	 XMIN	 YMIN
_	
.- m e91173E+02	 -- .41600E+02 ---	
-.92237E+02 .481UOk+02
• ,89231E+02 .40600E+02
-.82817E+02 .43600L+02
=;87287E+02 :39600E+0Z
-':80656E+02'-'- °.42200E+02'
-.85331E+02 .38600E+02
-.78695E+02 .41200k+02
.37600E+02 °- --.76733E+02 ,40200E+02
-.B1404E+02 .36600E+02
-.74770E+02
.39200E+02
"
1
-.79431E+02 .35600E+02
- ..72611E+02
.38100E+02
-.77454E+02 .34600E+02
-.70648E+02
.37100E+02
-.75459E+02---- 33600E+02--
--, 68606E+02
	 - "-° , 36100E+02 • -
-.73673E+02 .32700E+02
-.66723E+02 .35100E+02
" 
1
.71678E+02
-.31700E+02 --	
..64761E+02 .34100E+02
-.69679E+02 .30700E+02
-.62798E+02
.33100E+02
- ._.
.67673E+02 .29700E+02
-.60035E+02
.32100E+02
-.65854E+02 .28800E+02
-.,8673E+02
.31100E+02
-;6383BE#02""" 27800E+02
-;56910E+02 "'	 030100E+02
-.61815E+02 .26800E+02
-.55144E+02 .29200E+02
-.59983E+02 .25900E+02 --	
-.53181E+02 .28200E+02
-.57948E+02 .24900E+02
-.51219E+02 .27200E+02
_.._	 •-._.__
,56107E+02 .24000E+02---
-.492.56E+02 .26200E+02
-.54061E+02 .23000E+02
-.47490E+02 .25300E+02
-;522.08E-+02
.22100E-+02--.45527E+02_----'- .24300E+02--. 
-.50348E+02 .21200E+02
-.43564E+02 .233001+02
.48288E+02
.20200E+02 ----.41798E+02
.22400E+02!! -.46418E+02 .19300E+02
..39836E+02 .21400E+02
..___.__
--.44541E+02
	 - .18400E+02
-.37073E+02 .20400E+02
-.42659E+02 .17500E+02
-.36107E+02 .19500E+02
( .4057-5E+02 :16500E+02-- :34144E+02-^-----°,18500E+02--
• .30682E+02 .15600E+02
-.32378E+02 .17600E+02
.....
.36783E+02.- - --.14700E+02--
-----.30415E+02 .16600E+02
..34878E+02 .13000E+02
..28649E+02
.15700E+02
-	 - -° - --.32965E+02 9129 0 0E+02--°-- -.,26882E+02
- .14800E+02
-.31046E+02 .12000E+02
-.24920E+02 .13800E+02
.-291'201+02 9111OOE^02
--,23153E+02
.12900E+02-------
-.27187E+02 .10200E+02
-.21387E+02 .12000E+02
_.-	 ._..__„_.--
. .25245E+0?
	 - . 9 300 0E+ 0 1--
---.19424E+02.	 - .11000E+02
-.23493E+02 .85000E+01
-.17658E+02 .10100E+02
.7600 0E+01--
----.15892E+02 .92000E+01
-.19573E+02 .67000E+01
-.14125E+02 .83000E+01
:17597E-+v0 2 . 58 0 0 0 E+ 0 1---
.12359E+ p 2 ..__. .74000E4 01	 ••	 _^
-.15811E+02 .50000E+01
-.10593E+02 .65000E+01
--'- --	 -° -.13817E+02 •-.41000E+01-
-.88263E+01 .56000E+01
-.12008E+02 .33000E+01
-.70599E+01 .47000E+01
^.99897E+01 -
	 -- .24000E+01-
---.52936E+01
.38000E+01.
-.90 817E+01 . 2 000 0E +0 1
-.45085E+01 .34000E+01
,
i
^kL ^....-._-_._.-.....__,. ....	 ...	 .ate	 ,,..,	 .,...._,......,,....	 ...
37
i
i
J
-38
r,
k
Table 5.2 (Continued)
_.	
NOISE CONTOUR GROUND TRACK (QUADRANT 3)
_. f.
=XMAX	 YMAX _	 XMIN	 YMIN
-	 °--•• •86433E+02 .51100E+0?,
..92237E+02
.481001+02
-.84448E+02 .50100E+0?.
..82817E+02
.43300E+02
82468E+02----•491 00E+02------.r80658E+02=----
--.42200E+02 -°- °--°
-.80498E+02 .48100E+02
..78695E+02 9412OOE+02
--- -''° -.76533E+02 .47100E+02 . ,76733E +02
.40200E+02
-.76575E+02 .46100E+02
-.74770E+02
.39200E+02
°- •••--.74623E+02 .45100E+02 -	
-.72611E+02
.381001+02
. .72675E+02 .44100E+02
..70640E+02
.37100E+02
-#-707-33E+02- ,,-43100E+02 , ---
--.68686E+02 •
. ---.36100E+02-
-.68800E+02 .42100E+02
-.66723E+02 .351001+02
-	 ---- . .66871E+02 -	 .41100E+02
..64761E+02
.34100E+02
-.64945E+02 .40100E+02
-.62798E+02 .33100E+02
. .63027E+02
-.39100E+02
-.60835E+02
.321001+02
.
.61116E+02 .38100E+02
-.58873E+02
.31100E+02
.59208E+02---r-37-100E+Og-•--- 56910E+ 0 2a-- •
--;30100E+02 -° t--- ---
• .57305E+02 ,36100E+02
..55144E+02 .29200E+02
-	 -	 -•°--.55213E+02
.35000E+0?_-
--.53181E+02 .282001+02
• .53321E+02 .34000E+02
.,51219E+02 .27200L+02
_- ._----.51433E+02
-.33000E+02----	
--.49256E+02
.26200E+02
-.49552E;02 .32000E+02
-.47490E+02
.253001+02
947678E+02 a31000E+02-----.-.45527E+02
.24300E+02
	 -°	 -
-.45808E+02 .30000E+02
..43564E+02 .23300E+02
-°-	 .	 ..43943E+02 -.29000E+02--
..__.,41798E+02 .22400E+02
-.42086E+02 .28000E+02
..39836E+02 .21400E+02
234E+02
	 • .27000E+02
-.37873E+02 204001+02
-.38109E+02 .25900E+02
-.36107E+02 ,19500E+02
+.36 .347E:+02-•- 924900E+02
-.3414µE+02- ----•;18b00E+02 -•-- ---• -
-.34511E+02 923900E-+02
..32378E+02 .176001+02
-	 -----432682E+02 - .22900E+02
..30415E+02 .166001+02
-.30D60E+02 .21900E+02
..20649E+02 .15700E+02
_--.2884Bg+02 .20800E+02-
-.26882E+02 .148001+02
. .27037E+02 .19800E+02
..24920E+02 .13800E+02
.-25233E-+02 :-18800Et02--
--;23153E+02------ .12900E:+02_-__.._..._.__..
-	
-.23430E+02
.17800E+02
-,21387E+02
.1?OOOL+02
- - --,21455E+02
	 - ----.16700E+02-- ----.19 4124E+02 .11000E+02
. .19672E+02 .15700E+02 ..17658E+02 .101001+02r	 .-_---..17099E+02-
----.14700E+0.? - .15892E;+02 .92000E+01	
-
-.16137E+02 .13700E+02
-.14125E+02
.B	 0001+01
°	 -914105E+02-- .12600E402
--.12359E+02-------.'74000E9fOl ..--_.-._ ..^----
-.12439E+02 .11600E+02
-.10593E+02 .65000E+01
- . 610510E+02 ,10500E+02-
-+80263E+01_
.56000E+01	 -
8e	 -.7843E+01 95000E+01 .70599E+01 .µ7000E+01
-	 ---.70755E+01-
-.85000E+01-
- ° • .52936E+01 .38000E+01
-.62160E+01 80000E+01
..45085E+01 .34000E+01
ti •
Table 5.3 Simulation Printout for 6 0
 Glido Slope
_	
Into Runway 6
it
	. _	 ##tt####t#tt#tk###.>,. .Y ...	 ^-,
t#tt#ft####t#ttt##
#* INPUT DATA t#
####+###tt#tt###t#
Mtttt##i##ttt#t #?► t_._^._......,^..,..,_..s.,,._._...__^.,,^,. ..
f
'r
TI -	 TF	 UT1	 DT2	 _	 UT3
(SEC)	 ISEC ► 	 ISEC ► 	 (SEC)	 ISEC)
0.000
	
600.000	 .100	 20.000	 10000
UT4	 YE	 ZE	 CBAR	 S
f SFC)	 (.F_EEL) 	__ _( FELT—)—
	
_,.. IF,EE.T.).... 	 _ l SO •FT.1 ...... _,.
209000_
	
16.200__ _ _ ,.._..5:000. ,_..
	 -	
11.200
	
9800000
HIZ[ ---
	_.RIXZ	 W1
	
ISG.FT.-SLUG) (SG.FT.-SLUG) (SG.FT.-SLUG)
	
(SG.FT.-SLUG)	 (LBS)
}}
	 375000.0	 87500000	 1200000.0	 4000090	 9000000
6
DT5 H DHMAX UHMIf4 HMIN
._....__(FEET)_—_--- _..(.FTJSCC I _(FT/SEC) )FEET)_
10...o1A,o
	 _ n.	
- 
° 53.p .
	
..-...._.,....— .100.0
	
_
250.0_ 100.0
SIDE ALT PHI_ THETA
_	
)FEET) (FEET) (FEET) (DEG) (DEG)
-87786.0 45832.0 9623.0 0.00 -4.28
PSI  v— _ —_
_ P G
I ____._	 (27 61
	—
RAD/SEC)_..._ (_HAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC)
E	 00 3o50 0000 0 .00004 _0.000 0
DA1DT DBIDT LIFT RNZ AFRL
— (RAO/SEC), --.._ (RAD/SEC) ._._.	 ....-'(LBS1 — — (DLG)
09751.0 10000 1.72000000 0.0000
39
JTable 5.3
	
(Continued)
n:
it##M^#tkttit*##tMt
i
i#	 t#
INPUT UATA
	
Mt
Cs tt	 Mi
i#kMt#iiMt ►► tttiMi
"r ##tt#i#t#####MtMttf.•	 a^r^.^_r.r.w^._ays. A...ves.......uv sa. _...sa
	 vv	 -
}	 _	 B1	 ^_....., .....	 %F YF	 HF	 VF
IDEG;	 (FEET)	 (FEET)
	
(FEET)	 (FT/SEC)
0	 ..__ ._
	
,	 ..._
0.00 
--
7510.0+ "^	 4924.0	 363 0
	 220.60
PHIF	
...	 _._._
PSIF THETAF PF WF(DEG) (DEG) (DEG)  (RAD/SECj-_,____, IRAQ/SEC)
09 00  -27900
 4928 000000 0.0000
_RF	 GF	 BF	 %R
FE( T)	 (DEG)	 (OEd)—
	 (FEET)
0.0000
'-._...,__.. 
-2.75	 — 0.00
	 -1169.0
YK
IFEETI
1693.0
V- ulvv	 f f./11	 flu
(FEET)._._._ _.___._ (FEET) ...__ ___.. (FEET)
5603.00	 4077.00	 5000.0
_RHO
.500
P	 {
9
KPSI111	 T KPSIl2)	 KPSI13)_
	 KPSI(4)
	
KPS1(5)
.10000E-01
	 ., 40000E+03	 0^
	
.75000E+06
	
U.,
-...	 _.	
-	
t
KPSI16)	 KPSI17)	 KPSI ( 0)	 KPSI(9)
	 KPSI(10)
	
i
.15000E+07
- _	 .50000E+05	 0.	 .15000E+05
	
.20000E-03	 i
KPSI(11)	 KPSI(12)	 W(1)	 W12)	 W131
.20000E-03
	 .30000E-02	 .10000E+01	 .10000E+01	 .10090E+01
40
Table 5.3	 (Continued)
.^_,.,.
•^..^cam_I	 ^	 .. 4##i####Mittiii#M^ '
Mi	 #M
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Table 5.3 (Continued)
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TIME	 GLIDE. 	 AIRCRAFT
	 OF	 SIDESLIP
(SEC)	 SLOPE	 VELOCITY
	 ATTACK	 ANGLE
IDEGI	 (FT/SEC)	 (RAO)
	 (RAU)
`i
?
` YAW
__—___...._.a.. .. —* ._. .-,_.._
YAW,
w
PITCHROLL PITCH
T
RATE RATE RATE ANGLE ANGLE
IRAD/SEC)__—.,-'(RAD /SEC). -(RAO/SEC) (RAO) IRAD ►
ROLL X-GROUNDY._..	
_
Y-GROUND ALTITUDE_ PERFORMANCE_
ANGLE COORDINATE CTOFIOITIATE --
(FEET]_^.INDEX
IRAD) (FEET) (FEET) (J)
AREA - TIM(:
-_' PEOPLE - TIME INSTANT. INSTANT. TIME
SUM _SUh1 NOISE-AREA NOLSE-PEOPLE J-COMPONENT_
(MI**2-SECT,(PEOPLE
a
- SEC) (SO . MI.) (PLOPLEI (SEC)
FUEL . ___ PEOPLE
J-COMPONENT J-COMPONENT(LBS) ( PEOPLE - SEC)
i
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Table 5.3 (Continued)
x .,._.. 0._-	
_.._.,_ _. , -.59999501+01. .__.2535000E+03 _ .3 00 5544E-01 0.
0.	 00	 09	
-.4712309E+00 -.7466344F.-01
fi S
Of	 -.8778600E+05	 .4583200E+05	 .9623000E+04 0.
___0.__,._ _...,.. ...._r.	
_.
0.	 0.
.2000000
	 ±02,e,.. .5850788E±01____r2,535541Ef03 . .2870259E.01 0.
of
	 -_	 ..._._
.5865771E-03_ 00.
-.4712389E+00
-.7341292E-01
0r _-.0328841E+05	 .4354037E+05 .9088683E+04 .2336495E+00
0. _.-__ ..1400000E+00
_99364950E-01 00
.4000000E+02 ^^55711E+01 „_ ^2^98075E*03.___.3000177E-01 __0_,
of	 .3626713E-03 0.
	
-.4712389E+00 -.7045435E-01
_0.	 _	 .7882579E+05	 .4126655E+05	 .8588734E+04	 .4672990E+00
#2800000E+00
e;
.1872990E_+00 0.
r 60000U0E+02 
-. 5542634.E±U 1 	 .248780 1E±03 	 .2936628E-01: U.
1	 ;
00. _	 ___	 .1817881E-03 0.	
-.4712389E+00 -.7435225E-01
00_ 
	 .7440938E+05__ .3901627E+05
	 .8075204E+04	 .7009485E+00
_.^4^__'	
_.._4!	 ^.^. 0•	 _.^.._ 0:._._.._	 _. __
	
.420.0000E+0.0._.
^Y
.2809485E+00 0.
00000E+0?
-.5750467E+01 .el463001E+03
	 .2907454E-010_.0.
0. -.3279655E-04- 0.	
-.4712389E+00 -.7049005E-01
00 -.7001784E+05 .3677867E+05
	 .7573287E+04 .9345980E+00
0. 0.	 0. 5600000E+00-
,3745980E+00 0.
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.1000000E±03 7.5907846E+01 .2444266E+03 .29892.03E-,01 U.
0. -.347.4615E-04 0.
-.4712.389E+00 -.7321854E-01
0. -,6567103E+U5
.3456386E+05 .7074555E+04 .1168248E+01
t
Of 0:
.4682475E+00 0.
ii
.1200000E+03	 - .5801244E+01 .2425100E+03 .29958174E-01 0.
00 .7865737E-04 0,
-.µ712389E+00
-.7129277E-01
_06•	 - 66135206E+05 .3236324E+05 .6576995E+04 .1409040E+01
.2964635E+01	 ^.7111096E ±02 . 4667567e+00. ,10y7570-E302__ r .8400000E±00	 p
.5618970E+00 .7111096E-02
	
.140 0000E+03
	 .5863254E+01	 .2405165E+03 
_, 3021266E,• O1
.__ ^ •.__- .._..--- __._.._.._.
	
0.	 -.7077953E-U4 0.	
-.4712389E+00 -.721204SE-01
06	 -.5707103E+05	 .3018194EA05
	
6087262E+04
	 1578629 +01•	 E
.1818223E+02 .4300409E±03_'^1071263E+01_J^2 ,55i677E±U2 .980000UE±00
	 q
,6555465E+00 .430040,9E-01
.1600000E+03 366,19E+01 _	 .2388618E+03 , r .301 g 5 g 0E-01_ 0.
00 .7011146E-04 0.
-.4712389E+00
-.7168243E-01
'_0. -.5282137E+05 .2801663E+05 . .5597478E+04 .1974446E+01
.446C;..146E+02^_ . .i0 1387E±04 ,,1580083E±01 352 328 E+02_ 
_ r112000, UE•r01 „. .i
.7491960E+00 .1051387E+00
. 1 800000E+03 - . 5841946E,+01 .,_w ^2368666E±03 -_ .3043329E-01__ 0.,
00 -.4189983E-U4 0.
-.4712389E+00 -.7152791E-01
0, -,4860486E+05 .2586821E+05 .5114464E+04 .2275260E+01
..80W6342E±0 .2 ol723?79E±04 .1976756E+01,.25434A4E+02_,,,,_.-1260000E+01 
.8428455E+00 .1723279E+00
d^
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•2 00 000E}0.3.._-.1849347E+01_ ,23520 09E+03	 .3 045190E-01 0.
00	 A 646177E- 04 0.	
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j,	 0.	 94442067E+05. : 9 2373626E+05	 .4632967E+04	 .2535893E+01
s %3 	 .2195389E}01 , _.29^74y6E,+0^	 .1400000E+01_
.9364950E+00 .1993861E+00
^..•?20 00.0+03..t958371 87E±01 -_ . 9 2333615k+03.3063345E -01 , 0.
o f 	 ,..._.„..__..	 _ - 91232736E-04 . - 0- .. -.7125515E-01
_ . 0• -.4026733E+05 .2162003E+05 .4156372E+04 .2770636E+01
'..._.
_	 .7.6.7414.6E4.3.^. •2. Q.0.49}4E04___.230;^600Et01
._0.	 -	
_	 _ 91540000E+01-.
.1030144E+01 92004919E+00._
^^ 2400 O OE+U3
- ,!}5850475E+US	 .2316629E±03__ , 9 3070596k-01„_._0. V..
0. .1380855E-U4 0.
-.4712389E+00
-.7140409E-01
^i 0•
-9.3614554E+05 _	 .1951987E+05 .3682590E+04 .3004286E+01
.2139265E+0.3 :2004919E+04 .2334245E±01. 0.
.16800D0E+U.1:
911237941±01_ ..2004919E+00
92600000E+03 ^.5l3^39944E+01 ,2299650E±03
_ .30 .830121 -01_ , _ U __.
	
_ ,
i __00_	 __. .2763908E-U5 0.
-.4712389E+00
-.7108813E-01
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+2603126E#03 2004 19E+04 .2290750E±01, 0. _ •v162000DE+O1
.1217443E+01 °.20Z4919E+00
-_-_	
2800000E+03
... -.	 E^01^X9848547 .2ZB3086E03„^_.,3093051E -01^ U•
_.0. ,
	.4478599E-05 0.
	
-.4712389E+00 -.7113788E-01
0•	 .2799164E+05	 ,1536525E+05	 .2745910E+04	 .3471585E+01
	
.3052744E+03
	
.2004919E+04
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.3000000E +03 ._ „- .5042722E+01
	 .2266743E+03	 .310463AE-01 0.l_ .... 
00	 .73110856E-05 0.	
-.4712389E+00 -.7092435E-01
.	 00	
-.2395872.E+05	 ,1331058E+05	 .2282511E+04
	 .3705234E+OS
.3476757E+03
	 .2004919E+04	 02033785E±0^•__0.	 ,2100000E+01
.1404742E+01_ _ ..2004919E+00
.3200000E±03
_•. -.5046917E01 _	 .225063,6E+03_ .3115387E-01 U.
00 .2366360E-05 0._
-.4712389E+00
-•7009404E-01
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_,-,1995476E+05 .1127025E+05 .14225?2E+04 .4024273E+01
'_	 .3065176E+03•x. 2554787E+04^,w.1033641,E+01 •• _,1434571E03_ ..2240000E +0.1_,
.149Q392E +01 .2854787E+00
.340.0000E.+03 -.504454.1E+01 2234914E±03 .3125212f{.01 0.
00
I	 __
.7495426E-05 0.
-.471236%-'+00
-.7075436E-01
0•.,., -.1597887E+05 .9244441E+04 .1865635E+04 .5176639E+01
.4209242E}03 .1201407E±05 _`.1590172E+01 _.1121709 +04__ .23180000Et01.__
.1592041E+01 .1201407E+01
.3600000E+03 r.5846134E+01 .221r9350E￿ 03. .31.35695E-01U.
00 .2721292E-05 .0.
-.4712389E+00
-.7067740E-01
-.1203040E+05 .7232799E+04 .9120365E+03 .9407635E+U1
.450,1387E+03 .,5192931E+05 mm .1312048E+01_ 92934370Eo04 -.•r2520000E+01
^i	 .1685691E+01 .5192931E+01
.3800000E+03
-.5845474E+01 .2204157E+03 .3145112E-01 U.
0. .644534.3E-U5 0.
- 4712389E+OU
-.7057166E-01
0• -.8309947E+04 .5235022E+04 .4614697E+03
i
.1542777E+02
.4735090E+03 .1098090E+06 .1006079E+01 ..2234058e+04 .26b0000E+01-
.1779340E+01 .1098090E+02 ?
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j .._	 •3831040E:443_.^•5845276E+01.._ .922 0 1$1OE+03	 .3146690E-01 0•
11
	 01
	
.5935579E-05 0.	
-.4712309E+o0 -.7055241E-01
0•	
_	 -.7504620E+04	 .4926593E+04
	
.3919179E+03	 .1612364E+02
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Table 5.3 (Continued)
-._.___--_:,_.,,	 NOISE_,CON_fOUK_GROUND TRACK-(QUADRANT _4)
XMAX
	
YMAX
	
XMIN
	
YMIN
E	 -.66914E+02
	 ,31500E+02
	 -.66514E+02
	 ,31000E+02
- .65067_E 0 2,_,__-.2 9700E^ 02y__. 9,h3778E+02 , _„ i31500E+02
-.63185E+02
	 .28400E+02	
-.61485E+02	 .309001+02
+ * 61067E+02	 ,27100E+02
	
-.59042E+02	 ,301001+02
-.59011E+02
	 .25900E+02	
-.56731E+02
	 .29300E+02
-.56865E+02
	 ,24700E+02	
-,54313E+02	 .28400E+02
-.54844E+02
	 .23600E+02
	
-.52169E+02	
.27600E+02
-*52575E+02
	 •.'i0826E+02_	 „27000E+02
-,50455E+02
	 ',21300E+02
	
-.46116E+02	 ,24600E+02
-.48494E+02
	 .20300E+02
	 -.43761E+02
	 ,23400E+02
-,46303E+02
	 .19200E+02	
-,41209E+02
	 ,22100E+02
. -,447.73E+02
	 ,18200E+02	
-,39050E+02
	 ,21000E+02
-,42022E+'02	 .17100E+02
	 -,36695E+02	 ,19800E+02
- .39939E+02____ 	 ,1610UE402_
	
-,34536E^02 	 r18700E+02
-,37829E+02
	 ,15100E+02	
-,321111E+02
	 .17500E+02 ._
-,35696E+02
	 .14100E+02
	 -,3007.2E+02	 ,16400E+02
,33537E+02
	 .13100E+02	
-,27864E+02
	 ,15300E+02
__..^,31554E+02	 ,12200E+02-,25901E+02
	 .14300E+02
-,29350E+02
	 .11200E+02+.
	
-,23742E+02	
.13200E+02
I -	 -.27319E+02	 .10300E±02__^_-.._,	 1503E+02. __	 .12100E+02_ _,
-.25263E+U2 J	,940011E+01
	 -,19621E+02
	 ,11100E+02
-,2'2989E+02
	 .84000E+01	
-.17658E+02	 ,10100E+02
-,20885E+02
	 .75000E+01	
-.15695E+02	 ,910001+01
-.18949E+02
	
.67000E+01	
-.13733E+02	
.81000E+01
-.16792E+02
	 .58000E+01
	
-.11770E+02	
.71000E+01
_	 - . 14602E+02	 .49000E+01
	
-.98076E+01	 M	 .61000E+01
-.12573E+02 ,	.41000E+01
	
-,80412E+01
	 ,52000E+01
-.10502E+02	 .33000E+Q1
	 -.60786E+01	 ,42000E+01
-,91951E+01	 ,28000E+01	
-,50973E+01
	 .37000E+01
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Table 5.3 (Continued)
,
NOISE CONTOUH_,GROUNO TRACK (QUADRANT 3)
XMAX	 YMAX	 XMIN	 YMIIJ
-.63794E+02
.37300E+02
..64016E+02
.36900E+02
-..fz15.16E+Q2....___., - 3700.0E+ 0 2..-r_- ,62214E+02 •
-34900E+02{	 --59073E+02 .36160E+02
-.60189E+02
-33300E+02
--56876E+02
.35200E+02
-.58115E+02
.31800E+02
-9.54 ,616E+02 .34200E+02
-.56110E+02
.30400E+02
--52443E+02 .3320.0E+02
-.54013E+02
.29000E+02
-.50339E+02 .32200E+02
-,52038E+02
.27700E+02
._._4..48293E+02 -" .31200E±02 , _ ._
-.50816E+02
.27000E+02
-.46092E+02 .30100E+02
-.46116E+02 .24600E+02
._-.43932E+02 .29000E+02
-.43761E+02
.23400E+02
-941808E+02 .27900E+02
-.41406E+02 -22200E+0203971,4E+02 .26800E+02
-039050F+02 .210001+02
-.37649E+02 .25700E+02
-.36695E+02
.19800E+02
-..35611E+02_..•._.. . 24600 E+,0 2_._..-..34536E+02 ,.18700E+02
-.33599E+02
.23500E+02
-.32161E+02 .17500E+02
_.	 -.31613E+02 92240UE+O2.
-.30022E+02
.16400E+02
-.29451E+02 .21200E+02
-.27864E+02 .15300E+02
-.27510E+02 .20100E+02,
_-i25901E+02 .14300E+02
-.25397E+02 .18900E+02
-.23742E+02
.13200E+02
-23502E+02_,_-_.17800E-+02__
-_.21583E+02_.r. +02^.,12.100E
-.21434E+02 .16600E+02
-.19621E+02
.11100E+02
-.19590E+02 .15500E+02
-.17658E+02
.10100E+02
-.17571E+02 .14300E+02
-.1,5695E+02
.91000E+01
-.15579E+02 ,13100E+02
-.13733E+02
.810001+01
-.13617E+02 .11900E+02
-.,11770E+02 .71000E+01
-...11.686E±Q2-u.1 0 70.4.Et02,__.: s_94975E±01
-
+01____..6100 E-_.
-.97898E+U1
.95000E+01
-.80412E+01 .52000E+01
_.._:. - .79346E+01 .8300.0E+01_..-..
-.60786E+01 .y 2000E+01
`I	 -.66900E+01 .75000E+01
-.50973E+01 .37000E+01
't
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Tables 2 and 3 the input data are printed as a check on the user's input
accuracy. This 1•s followed by a page of headers denoting the positions
and dimensions of the output variables as they appear in the printout. Next
are the'printouts of the output variables themselves at twenty second
Intervals. The final two pages give the ground track coordinates in
thousands of feet. Because all the 3 0 trajectories were similar only
one set of printouts is given. The fuel, time and passenger comfort terms
are identical. Only the noise term differs. The same Is true also for
the 6* trajectories.
The computer execution time averages sixty percent of real time
i.e. to simulate a 400 second flight trajectory requires approximately
240 seconds of execution time. The cost of the 400 second flight is
approximately twenty-five dollars. Our estimate of the execution time
required for the backward integration required by the optimization
procedure is twice that of the forward integration making the cost per
iteration approximately seventy-five dollars.
It will be interesting to see how the optimum trajectories are
influenced by factors such as rivers, spots of high population density,
etc. The plots of the ground track should aid in those Interpretations.
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VI. Future Work
Now that all the various models required by tho optimization pro-
cedure have been developed and tested the actual trajectory optimization
can begin. Landing trajectories will be optimized for flights from
Washington, D. C. Both the 60 degree and the 240 dcgroo runway directions
will be utilized. White the total computer program is enormous and
quite expensive to run it is still hoped that some sensitivity studies
can be made. Coefficients on the various terms in the performance index
will be varied and also perhaps variations in the point at which the air-
craft enters the near terminal area can be considered.
In addition to its use in the optimization studies It is hoped .
that the aircraft simulation and the performance measure will find
application in evaluating and comparing non-optimal •trajectories which
for one reason or another may be worthy of consideration.
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